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CHAPTER I

Introduction

What cues do anjma]s use during migration?
Many organisms, including cetaceans, make seasonal migrations. The gray
whale (Eschrichtius robustus ) migrates from Alaskon waters to Baja, California,
a 9,600 to 11 ,000 km journey (Minasion et al. 1984; Boker 1981, 1978 ). One
population of humpbock whales (Negaptera novaeangliae) migrates from
Newfoundland to the Caribbean (Baker 1981, 1978) ond Stenella sp. makes strong
inshore movements in outumn and offshore movements in spring (Gaskin 1985).
Generally, cetacean migrations range poleword for temperate-zone or high latitude
species or involve mojor onshore-offshore migrations for tropical-restricted
species (Gaskin 1985).
The ability of an organism to determine its location in relation to its
destination, geogrophically and directionolly, Gould ( 1982) calls a "map sense".
The determination of direction in relation to destination involves both orientation
and navi got ion. According to Baker ( 1984), navigation is defined as finding one 's
way across unfomiliar territory too known destination. Goal orientation involves
determining the direction towords a goal or destinotion by navigation. Simple
orientation is moving in o porticular direction regardless of destination.
Environmental cues can be used by an organism to maintain its desired direction,
and._the means by which an organism determines 1ocat ion and direction during
migration has long been a concern of researchers.
Numerous studies have been conducted to determine the orientation cues
used by organisms (as reviewed in Griffin 1974; Schmidt-Koenig 1979; Able
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1980; Gould 1982; Popi end v,.. j llreff 1982; Wiltschko 1983 and Beker 1984,
1981, 1978), end heve shown thet several invertebrates end representet ives of
eech vertebrate cless rely upon e variety of environmental stimuli to orient their
migrations, including the sun , polarized light, sters, the moon, landmarks, oceen
currents, weves, wind direction, sounds, odors , end the magnetic field. It hes
been suggested thet organisms use a hierarchy of cues (Gould 1982). Studies on
ceteceens (summarized in Geskin 1985; Beker 1981, 1978; end Kinne 1975)
show thet migration patterns ere controlled by prey-movements ( Minesien et.
al. 1984), bottom topography (Evans 1971), the sun (Pilleri and Knuckey ·1968),

sounds, odors (only in mysticetes), tastes, thermal gradients, wind, currents,
surface features , coastline position, the moon, stars, learned routes (young
cetaceans ere usually accompanied by adults), the earth's magnetic field, end/or
e combination of the above.

Wbu use magnetism?
According to Skiles ( 1985), there ore many reasons to expect magnetic
sensitivity among various organisms. The atoms and ions that meke up the
organism, by virtue of their very neture can magnetically interact with the
organism's environment. The magnetic field within the environment of every
organism is highly ordered and stable, at least during the lifetime of the
organism, thus it seems probable that the magnetic field could offer spatial and
temporal information.
The magnetic field produced by the earth (Figure 1) has meny properties
w hich may be sensed by on organism, such es the components of the field (Figure
2 ). The field hes e total intensity which veries from 0.24 geuss et the equator to
0.61 end 0.68 geuss at the poles. The total field intensity cen be resolved into
vertical end horizontal components, a north-south component, referred to es
polarity, end en eest-west component. The engle between geographic North end
the horizontal or magnetic north component is celled the magnetic declination or
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voriotion. The ongle between the horizontol component ond the totol intensity is
referred to os the inclination angle. The value of the inclination angle in the
northern hemisphere is greeter then zero becouse most of the field lines ere
directed downward; whereos in the southern hemisphere most of the magnetic
field lines ere directed upward end the inclination ongle is less then zero. Yolues
of the inclination ongle range from

o ot

the equator to +/-90 et the north/south

pole. The volues of the elements which meke up the magnetic field con very with
doily, monthly end ennuol periodicities based on soler or Junor tidal forces, the
synodic month end/or the tropical yeer. Aside from the components of the
magnetic field there ere other properties of the field which odd to the "magnetic
signature .. of eech geogrephicel region (Skiles 1985). These properties include
local end regional enomolies, caused by iron ore deposits end o magnetic
topography consisting of hills, ridges , mountains end ploins (Gould 1980). The
veri et ions in fie 1d intensity, the 1oco 1 onomo 1i es end the mognet i c topography
could be used to determine location. The determination of location is o chief
element in the possession of o mop sense, whereos the north-south polarity moy
indicate direction possibly for gool orientation. The voriotions due to periodic
events mey help determine time .

Evidence that a magnetic field can be used
To determine if on organism con utilize on orientation cue, researchers
generally look fore behoviorel or physiologicol chonge in the presence of the cue.
Numerous studies ( os reviewed by Able 1980; Boker 1981, 1984; Gould 1985,
1982, 1980; Griffin 1974; Schmidt - Koenig 1979; end Welker et al. 1985 ) ho ve
been conducted to determine magnetic sensitivity in vorious organisms. These
studies hove included altering some component of the magnetic field in both
laboratory end field experiments. Some of the field experiments involved
displacement of the organism in on enomelous oreo or menipuletion of the
magnetic field before displacement. Meny of the loboretory experiments required
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conditioning.
Many orgonisms respond too mognetic field (Table 1). Various
techniques have been used to determine behavioral responses to magnetism.

Table 1. Phylogenetic listing of organisms that possess e sensitivity toe
magnetic field. The method used to study mognetism end the reference ere given.
Organism

Study Method

Reference

Bacteria

Displocement 1

Kelmijn & Blakemore
1978.

unclassified
Nudibrenchs

Laboratory manipulations 2

Tritonie, diomedee
Spiny lobsters

Lohmann & Willows
1987.

Conditioning 3

Lohmann 1985.

Conditioning

Welker & Bitterman

Penulirus ergus
Bees

1985.

Apis mellifene
Sting-rays

Conditioning

Kelmijn 1982.

Conditioning

Taylor 1986.

Urolophus helleri
Selmon

Oncorhynchus tschewytsche
Sockeye salmon fry

Laboratory meni pul et ions

Quinn 1980.

Conditioning

Welker et el. 1985.

Conditioning

Phillips 1986.

Oncorhynchus nerke
Tune

Thunnus elbeceres
Red-spotted newts

Notophthelmus viridescens
Salamanders

Conditioning

Eurycee, Jucifuge,

Phillips & Adler
1978; Phillips 1977.

1Relocetion of en orgenism to en unfemilier territory.
2contro11ed elteretions of components of the megnetic field.
3Treining orgenisms to beheviorelly or physiologicelly respond to megnetism.
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Turtles

Displacement

Mathis & Moore 1988.

Displacement

Rodda 1984.

Terrapene carolina

Juvenile alligators

Alligator mississipiensis

Bobolinks

Laboratory mani pulations

Beason & Nichols
1984.

Dolichonyx oryzivorus

Southern 1972.

Ring-billed gulls

Laboratory manipulations/

LBrus delwBrensis

Field studies, magnetic storms

Indigo buntings

Laboratory manipulations

Emlen et Bl. 1976.

Laboratory manipulations

Viehmann 1978.

Laboratory manipulations

Wiltschko &

Passeri na cepBneB

Blackcaps
SylviB Btricapi lla

European robins

Wiltschko 1972.

Erithacae rubecula

Homing pigeon

Field studies, magnetic storms

Keeton et al. 1984;
Larkin & Keeton 1976.

ColumB liViB

Field studies, bar magnets

Keeton 1972, 1971 .

Field studies, magnetic anomalies Walcott 1978.

Woodmice
Apodemus sylvaticus

Field studies, helmholtz coils

Wolcott & Green 1974.

Conditioning

Bookman 1978.

Displacement

Mather & Baker
1981.

Organisms have been subjected to field and laboratory displocement studies to
determine initial homeward orientation. Various components of the magnetic field
have been manipulated in the laborotory. The ambient magnetic field has been
distorted with bar magnets and helmholtz coils. Organisms have been studied at
areas of natural magnetic distortions, anomalies, and during magnetic storms.
And conditioning studies using induced magnetic intensities and directions have
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also been conducted to determine beheviorel responses to the earth's magnetic
field.

How do organisms detect megneu sm?
After e beheviorel sensitivity to on orientetion cue hos been determined,
the next question to esk is how organisms perceive the cue. Whet is the sensory
mechanism or organ used to detect a magnetic field? Studies hove shown thet
meny organisms which perceive magnetic fields also contain magnetite in various
tissues (see Beker 1984; Kirschvink et Bl. 1985; ond Gould 1985, 1982, 1980):
un classified micro-eerophilic bocterie (K olmijn end Blakemore 1978), bees (Gould

et Bl. 1978 ), fish ( Walker et Bl. 1985), monerch butterflies (DemBus
plexippus ) (Jones end McFadden 1982), yello w fin tuna ( Thunnus BlbBcBres )
(Walker et Bl. 1984), pigeons ( ColumB liviB) (Wolcott et Bl. 1979 ), bobolin ks

(Dolichonyx oryzivorus) (Beeson ond Nichols 1984; Beeson trnd Semm 1987 ),
woodmi ce ( Apodemus sylvBticus ) ( Beker 1981) ond cetoceons (Zoeger and
Fuller 1981; Bouer et Bl. 1985). Mognetite crystals cen orient themsel ves toe
magnetic field. In foct it hos been shown thet the single domoin magnetite found in
bacteria will line up according to the earth's field, thus steering the organi sm
do wnwards into the mud, where it lives and feeds (Kolmi j n ond Blokemore 1978).
Gould ( 1982) stotes thot the number of mognetite crystals found in pigeons is
sufficient to provide the necessory sensitivity for reception os long es the
nervous system integrotes the mony receptors involved.
Welker et Bl. ( 1984) reported that the properties of magnetite part i cles
in the dermethmoid tissue of yellowfin tuna (Thunnus BlbBCBres) met four
criteria for o magnetic sensor: e.) the tissue of reception hod a higher
concentrotion of remonent mognetism in o smell volume, when compared t o other
tissues of the some fish, b.) the position of the magnetite wos consistent among
fi shes, c) t he bulk of the magnetic properties were the some from fish-to-f i sh,
regardless of species, ond d) the area was i nnervated. Although the magnet i c
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properties of eoch crystol ore too smoll for mognetorecept ion, they become very
powerful in o choin formotion. Wolker odded thot mognetite crystols from chinook
solmon (Oncorhynchus tschBwytschB) ore olso orgonized in choins. Single
domoin mognetite with very similor mognetic properties were olso found in the
dermethmoid tissue of severol orders of teleost fish (Wolker et Bl., 1985).
Beoson ond Semm ( 1987) reported thot bronches from the trigeminol nerve
innervote the ethmoid region where iron deposits, possibly mognetite, ore found
in the bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus). They found thot the trigeminol system,
in turn, is responsive to mognetic stimuli.

Evidence that cetaceans use magnetic fields
Studies of cetoceon mognetoreception ore limited. Two correlotionol
studies (Kirschvink et Bl. 1986 ond Klinowsko 1986) connect mognetic
onomolies to the stronding behovior in morine mommols. Two onotomicol studies
(Zoeger ond Fuller 1981; Bouer et Bl. 1985) hove reveoled the presence of
mognetite in cetoceon tissues. One study ottempted to show o behoviorol
response too mognetic field yielded negotive results (Bouer et Bl. 1985).
The stronding of cetoceons is

,rn extremely importont reseorch question

in relotion to mognetic-bosed orientotion. Mony explonotions hove been proposed
concerning the phenomeno, including porositic invosion ond on oncestrol instinct to
seek lond in times of distress. The connection between stronding behovior ond
mognetic onomolies wos determined independently by Kirschvink et Bl . ( 1986),
who studied stronding records of the eost coost of the United Stotes, ond
Klinowsko ( 1986), who worked with stronding records for the coost of Britoin.
Both studies showed thot oreos of frequent live strondings were highly correloted
w ith the mognetic properties of the region, i.e. loco! mognetic minimos.
Furthermore, Kirschvink found thot there were significont tendencies to strond ot
locotions of low mognetic intensity, i.e. the eorth's mognetic field is less thon the
overoge field, for species of both suborders of Cetoceo, Mysticeti ond Odontecti.
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Generolly cetoceons strond in oreos where the totol field intensity voried by less
then 0. 1~ - For exomple, Tursiops truncBtus strended in erees where the
everege locol field devieted by 76.3 nT, p < 0.01 . Thus Kirschvink et Bl. believe
thet Ceteceens possess e highly developed sensitivity to the geomegnetic field,
enebling them to use locol voriotions for guidonce, which implies the presence of
speciolized receptors copoble of tronsducing week mognetic stimuli to the nervous
system .
Bouer et Bl. ( 1985) performed enetomicel studies on the common dolphin
(Delphinus delphis), Cuvier's beoked whole (Ziphius cBvirostris) , humpbeck

whole, Atlantic bottlenose dolphin, end Doll's porpoise (Phocoenoides dBlli) . The
study involved determining the mognetic properties of tissues in the broin:
including the Dure Motter: specifically the Ventrol onterior, Anterior end Dorsel
sections. There were surprising consistencies in the ectuol locotion, intensity
end other mognetic properties of the tissues omong the subjects studied.
The only published study dealing with o beheviorol sensitivity toe
megnetic field in cete ceens wes conducted by Bouer et Bl. ( 1986). In their study
they ploced on induction coil, which oltered the horizontol component, oround the
sides of e tonk housing two bottlenose dolphins, no chonge in behevior wes
observed. Then they possed o DC current through o 1 m coil suspended above the
tonk increasing the vertical component end producing o gradient field with
meximum intensity less then twice the ombient field. The subjects used in the
previous study were presented with o series of conditioning responses such es e
t w o choice peddle press, o two choice peddle press with on acoustic cue, end e
yes/no peddle press withe visual cue. The results indicated no sensitivity to the
megnetic stimuli.

Purpose of this study
The leek of conclusive behavioral evidence for cetacean sensiti vity should
be considered e chellenge, especially in lieu of the mounting support for megnetic
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sensitivity omong other organisms . Correlotionol studies on cetoceons
(Kirschvink et al. 1985 ond Klinowsko 1986) imply strondings ore due to locol
magnetic anomalies, end the anatomical date suggest the presence of a possib l e
sense organ indicating that a study on o behavioral response to magnetism is
necessary.
The purpose of this study is to determine if Cetoceons, represented by
the Bottlenose Dolphin, con behaviorally respond to o magnetic field. Three
captive Bottlenose Dolphins were troined to ossociote on oltered mognetic field
with a behavioral task to show a sensitivity to magnetism.

CHAPTER II

Methods eind Moterieils

subjects
Three mole Atlantic Bottlenose Dolphins were used in this study .

Tursiops truncatus belongs to the feimily Delphinidoe under the memmelien order
Cetecee, suborder Odontoceti ( toothed wholes ). They ho ve

e long, stoc ky body

(flank), the forehead (melon ) is w ell defined, the beok (rostrum ) is obvious , end
the lower jeiw curves slightly upw eird eit the tip extending beyond the upper jo w
(Figure 3). Color pottern of the body is dork groy on the dorsol surfoce bl ending
too lighter gn11y loterol surhice ond white to pink ventrally . They con reach 4 m
long ond weigh up to 650 Kg . Sexueil moturity occurs et 5 to 12 yeeirs in female s
ond 1O to 12 yeors in moles. After ei gestotion period of 12 months e single coif ,
90 -130 cm , oppro ximotely 11.3 Kg is born bet ween Februory ond Mey. Locteit ion
losts from 12 to 18 months. Life expectancy is 25 to 35 years (see Mino sien,

et Bl 1984).
Bottlenose dolphi ns ore required to rise to the surface to breeithe every
15 to 20 seconds when swimming. Their diet consists of smeill fish, eels, catfish,
mullet ond squid . They travel in large herds (up to severeil hundred onimels),
w hich moy consist of smeiller family groups colled pods. Distribution is
w orldw ide in coostol regions of most tropiceil, subtropicol eind worm temperote
zones. Inf ormot ion concerning mi greit ion is unoveil ob 1e.
Dolphins hove en acute sense of hearing end no sense of smell (Hermon
end Tevolge 1980). They possess the ability to echo-locate , e biological sonar
system that allow s en orgoni sm to locate objects in dork or murky w oters .
Echolocation consists of emitting sounds to determine the presence, size, end
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distance of returning echoes. Cetaceans emit two types of sounds, either click
sequences or pure tone , modulated whistles. The clicks ore used for echolocation.
The clicks con be either high frequency (2.0 -220 Khz), which ore labelled
"discrimination clicks" or low frequency ( 0.25 - 1.0 Khz ), which ore called
"orientation clicks", because they ore less precise ond yield a more generalized
profile of the environmental features (Gaskin 1985). It is believed thot
organisms moy use echolocotion while searching for food and to study bottom
topography when close to shore .
Two of the three dolphins (Cosmos and Wally) used in this study were
collected in the Mississippi Sound by the stoff of Morine Animol Productions out
of Morine Life Pork in Gulfport, Mississippi. The third dolphin (Mordi) wos born
in captivity at Morine Life Pork in Gulfport. Throughout the study the dolphins
were housed ond mointoined ot Morine Life Pork by the stoff. £och subject voried
in oge, captivity stotus ond level of training (Tobie 2). Both Mordi ond Cosmos
were show onimols. An onimol of show quality hos completed show training and
performed in dolphin shows . Their behavior repertoire would include basic
behoviors such as: targeting (touching on object with the rostrum), body flips,
flipper wove, fluke wove, hondshoke, singing ond more difficult behoviors : toil
walk, roll over, hoop or boll retrieval , jumping to torget, jumping through a hoop,
all performed to hondsignols. Wolly hod just started his show troining program
(which was considered incomplete ot the time of the test) ond his repertoire
consisted of: targeting (but not necessorily with the rostrum), body flips, flipper
wove, fluke wove, singing, and beginning handshake, oll of which he frequently
confused.
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Table 2. The age, sex , captivity status and training level of each subject. A
show animal is defined os on onimol who hos completed show troining ond
performed in dolphin shows. Incomplete troining meons thot on onimol hos storted
show troining but is not of show quolity (see text for more detoils).

--------------------------------------------------Age (yrs)
Copt i vi ty (yrs)
Troining level
Nome
Sex
Mardi
Cosmos
Wally

6

M

6 (born)

show onimal

11

M

8

show animal

3 .5

incomplete

M

Training and testing sites ·
All troining ond testing was completed ot Morine Life Pork in Gulfport,
Mississippi from May through September, 1987. Mordi and Cosmos were troined
and tested at the Boy Pool (Figure 4) an ovol pool made of reinforced concrete
with sloping sides located ot the east end of the park. The boy pool has a dock
area where 5 smoll holding pools are locoted. The lower left holding pool (labelled
1 in Figure 4) ond the center pool (col led the flume, labelled 2 in Figure 4) were
used throughout the study. The holding pool measures: 4.7 m x 3.8 m and 0.97 to
1.8 m deep. The flume is 11. 1 m x 2.9 m ond 2. 1 m deep. In the bay pool orea the
dock has a 0.5 m overhong. Wolly was trained ond tested ot the Stodium Pool
(Figure 5) a rectongulor pool olso constructed of reinforced concrete with sloping
sides locoted ot the west end of the pork. The stodium pool is 17.2 m x 8.9 m and
1.2 to 2.4 m deep. Both study sites and the experimentol design allowed the
subjects to swim freely around the pools.

Eaujpment
The Magnetic Field
In this study o point source magnetic field was induced, which created a
graded increase in the vertical component of the ambient field. This increase in
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the verticol component octuolly resulted in on onomoly of vorying strength over o
smell region of the test pool. The chonge in strength of the onomoly wos
meosured, relative to the ambient field os o function of the distance from eoch
buoy emitting mognetism (BEM) (Toble 3). The octuol field wos produ ced by
passing o current through o hond-wound solenoid . The current wos monitored by
mointoining the voltoge between 1o to 12 volts. Three oir core solenoids were
constructed of 1000 .:t 100 turns of 28 gouge, enomeled copper wire .
Eoch solenoid wos ploced verti colly in o plostic sw imming pool buoy.
T hese buoys ore regulorly used by morine mommol trainers to condition torgeting
behovior. The buoys were opened ot the top end the solenoid wos slipped over the
centrol core. Then the buoys were seoled using silicon gel end electricol tope.
The solenoid wires, enclosed in plost1c tubing, were connected to the control bo x
coble vie electricol connectors. A hondle, composed of PVC piping wos
constructed, which ollowed the experimenter to hold the buoys (Figure 6).

The control Box
A diogrommotic representotion of the control box used to generote the
mognetic field is presented in Figure 7. The totol number of milliomps wos
restricted to 100 mA. The ammeter could be used to determine if the circuit in
eo ch coil wos complete. The power source cons i sted of three 6-volt batteri es or
o totol of 18 volts.
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Table 3. The groded mognetic field strength of the induced onomolies occording to
the distance from the Buoy Emitting the Magnetic Field (BEM). A base
measurement of O was determined at 4.8 meters from the BEM . The field was
measured by a Rubidium Optical Pumped Magnetometer.
01 st once
Cm eters)
from the BEM

4 .8
3 .0
1.8
1.2
0 .91
0 .60

Strength of ~rnomoly
rel at 1ve to earth's
field ( gammas)
BEM 1

BEM 2

0.0
0.0
2.0
11.0
42 .0
135.0

0 .0
1.0
6 .0
20.0
49 .0
174.0

Jroioiog and Jesting Procedures
Conditioning is

a process whereby a response previously assoc i ated w ith

one stimulus becomes ossocioted with a new stimulus. Most conditioning
parodigms i nvolve positive reinforcement when the conditioned response is given.
Positi ve reinforcement is o reword , some type of food or praise. A bridge is
usually an acoustical stimulus (a whistle is used by most marine mommol
trainers), w hich the dolphin con hear and distinguish from its surroundings, thus
signalling that a reword will be given (see Defron 1975).
The new or unconditioned stimulus in this study was on increase in the
vertical component of the ombient magnetic field. The unconditioned stimulus was
paired with a conditioned stimulus, the sw imming pool buoy. The associated or
conditioned response was targeting, defined as touching with the rostrum, biting
or pushing on a buoy. Because of Wally's inexperience, the training staff at
Marine Life recommended touching be redefined to include any part of the body
located anterior to the dorsal fin, including the rostrum . This definition of
targeting was used during the training and test sessions. This conditioning
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peredigm included e single-choice discriminetion tesk. If the subjects did not

target to the unconditioned stimulus, the buoy emitting the magnetic field (BEM),
they did not receive o reword. Reinforcement consisted of fish (from 1 to 2 Kg.
of o herring/copelin or o herring/smelt mixture per dolphin per session) end
occosioneil praise in the form of pots or rubs .

sessions
During eoch treining end test session the dolphins were presented with
two buoys end signalled to target. If they targeted to the BEM e reword wes
given. If they did not target to the BEM no reword wos given. There were
opproximotely 2 to 3 sessions per dey per dolphin et 1 1/2 hour intervels.
Sessions were usuelly conducted between 0900 end 1500 hours, generelly Jesting
20 to 30 minutes. The buoys were hend held, epproximetely 60 cm epert,
because it wes determined thet beyond 15 cm the strength of the induced field
decreased substent i oll y.
The length of the session depended on the number of rewords end the
willingness of the subject to mointoin the behevior (attention spen), which varied
from session-to-session. To meintein the subjects attention, show behaviors
were incorporated into the session. These behaviors included: fluke wove ,
flipper weve, hend sheke, roll over, singing, hoop retrieve! , end body flips (only
ot stadium pool site). If o subject wes still unwilling to target "time out"
occurred for ebout 2-3 minutes, during which the trainer did not give attention to
the subject. If "time out" wes unsuccessful , the session wes ended. Some show
behaviors thet ellowed the dolphins to leeve the treining/test dock were used
during BEM changes in en attempt to minimize the possibility thet the dolphin could
octuolly see or heor the buoy control switch.

Iroioiog method
Mardi end Cosmos were trained seperetely. Wally wes trained with o
companion dolphin not used in the test. During eoch session the subject(s) wes
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stationed between both buoys before torgeting. The BEM wos changed every 5 to
1O minutes. The position of the buoys were changed randomly throughout ea ch
training session.

Test method
Unlike the training session, oll subjects were tested separotely. During
each test session two observers, the troiner ond the doto-collector, were
present. The troiner held the buoys , determined the position of eoch buoy, timed
the session, signalled, bridged and reworded the dolphins. The second individual
(data-collector) determined the BEM for each trial and recorded the data. Thus,
the trainer was unawore of the BEM until the doto-collector signolled the trainer
to bridge the subject ond odminister the reword.
Mardi and Wally had 6 test sessions ond Cosmos had 5 test sessions.
Each session was divided into 1 minute triols. During each session 1-3 trials
were control trials. Control trials occurred when neither buoy was the BEM, thus
neither buoy was emitting o mognetic field. The control trials determined if the
dolphins were reacting to the BEM or to some physical property of the buoys.
Although the buoys were identicol in size, shope, ond color pattern, there was
always the possibility that either the location or some physical property of the
buoy influenced the behovior of the subject(s). It wos possible thot a subject
could be right or left honded, thus preferring a buoy because of location

(pos1t1on b1os). Furthermore, a subject may be influenced by some feature of a
buoy (buoy btos). Perhaps, despite the care taken to identically seal the buoys ,
a subtle difference existed or the scratches and bite marks due to subject
handling were used by a subject as a cue to target. Mardi had no control trials
during session 5 because equipment problems resulted in on abbreviated session.
At the beginning of each trial, the subjects were signalled to start
targeting by slapping the surface of the water with both buoys. A trial ended
after 1 minute or ofter the subject had targeted to the BEM for 3 to 4 seconds .
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The sequence Md number of targets to each buoy were recorded per trial per
session. When e subject touched the BEM , fore minimum of 3 to 4 seconds , the
subject wes reinforced . The targets to the BEM which met criteria were merked.
If the subject did not terget for the required 3 to 4 seconds, he wes ell owed to
continue targeting until he held the BEM for the required time or one minute
pessed, whichever ceme first. The buoys were removed from the pool end no
reinforcement wes given if the subject did not target for the required time within
each triel.
At the beginning of eech triel the BEM was incidentelly chosen by .the
date-collector. At the beginning of each session the position of the buoys were
randomly chosen. Neither the position of the buoys nor the selection of the BEM
w ere determined using e random numbers table . The buoys remained in the same
position throughout each test session. (See Table 4 for the position of buoy 1
during each session) .

stotisticoJ oooJusis of the doto
The date for this study were frequencies based on the number of tergets
to the BEM versus the number of targets to the non-BEM or nominal date, thus e
distribution-free test was eppropriete. The binomiel test (Sokal end Rohlf 1981 )
w as used to enelyze the frequency date, using the SPSSX stetisticel package
(SPSS , Inc. 1985) available on the USM Honeywell computer system. The
binomial test determined if the frequency of responses to either buoy or either
position wes stetisticelly different from chance. The test elso determined if the
responses to the BEM were stetisticelly greeter then the responses to the nonBEM. Date gathered during control triels were analyzed to determine the
presence of e position or buoy bias. Zar ( 1984) states thet the binomial test is en
elternetive to the chi-squere goodness of fit when expected frequencies ere
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Teble 4. Position of Buoy 1 during eech session for eech dolphin.
DOLPHIN

SESSION

MARDI

1
2

3
4

5
6
COSMOS

1

2
3
4

5
WALLY

1

2
3
4

5
6

POSITION OF BUOV 1
RIGHT
RIGHT
LEFT
LEFT
LEFT
LEFT
LEFT
LEFT
RIGHT
LEFT
RIGHT
LEFT
RIGHT
LEFT
LEFT
RIGHT
RIGHT

small, as during trials in this study. Furthermore, SPSS-x Inc. ( 1986) in the
SPSSx User's Guide stetes that the binomiel test should be used to test goodness
of fit when there is a dichotomous veriable such as the discriminotion task of
terget ing to the BEM or the non-BEM.
Learning curves were generated based on the percentage of targets to the
BEM and non-BEM over sessions. A regression anolysis was performed as e
descriptive tool, since it is not very powerful when the number of data point s is
smell and not independent, as in this study. A simple linear regression analysis
was applied to determine if the percentage of responses to the BEM changed as a
fun ction of prectice . To meet the assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity
of the regress i on analysis en ercsine transformation wes performed on the
proport i one 1 deta.
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The subtleness of the meignetic field intensity (1 geimmei eit 3 meters to
174 geimmeis eit 0.6 meters) prompted eineilyzing severeil beheiviors theit indiceite
discrimineition of the stimuli. These beheiviors include the percent trieils theit eeich
subject met criteriei , the percent trieils theit the first response weis to the BEM,
the toteil number of teirgets during each criteria trial, eind the number of times
each subject targeted between buoys (referred to as "switches"). Binomial
aneilyses were performed on the number of trieils that each subject met criteria
vs the number of trials criteria was not met eind the number of trials the first
response was to the BEM vs the non-BEM. A regression analysis and F-test were
performed on the arcsine transformed proportions of first responses to the BEM
and trieils met criteria to the BEM to determine if the dolphins beheivior changed
eis

ei

function of time . A regression einalysis eind F-test were also performed on

the number of switches during criteriei trieils, the number of toteil teirgets during
criteriei trieils eind the number of switches and total targets during control trials,
to see if these behaviors cheinged over time. The test deita for eeich subject were
grouped into on eippro ximeitely equeil number of tri als. For example, Weilly's total
number of trieils weis 65 or 5 sessions of 13 trieils. Out of 65 trials 59 or 4
sessions of 12 triols ond 1 session of 11 triols were criterio trials .

CHAPTER Ill

Results

control Idols
Control trials were conducted under the same conditions as test trials
except neither buoy emitted a magnetic field ( no BEM). Control trials were
analyzed in the same manner as test trials to determine if the subjects were
responding to the location of the buoy (position bios ) or to some physicel property
of the buoy (buoy bias ). The dete for eech subject were enelyzed seperately.

Position Bias
If a dolphin wes responding to the buoy because he could "sense" the
megnetic field, he should torget to eech buoy equally during control trials . If a
subject targeted too buoy becouse of its position (right or left), o stotistical
difference greeter than expected by chonce should be found when the control
triels w ere analyzed eccording to the number of tergets to the right and the left.
The analyses for each subject ocross eill sessions (Figure 8) reveeled a signifi cant
difference (p<0.05) for Merdi end Wally. Mardi targeted to the buoy on the right
(53~ ) more than to the lef t (47~ ) buoy. Wally on the other hend tergeted to the
left (75~ ) more than to the right (25~) buoy.
In an attempt to determine when the position bios occurred, the data for
eech sub j ect were onolyzed occording to session (Figure 9). The bi nomial
analysis i ndicated a position bias for Wally during session 1. The frequency of
tergets to the left ( 92~) were significantly greeter (p <0.05 ) then the respon ses
to the right (8~). Since the results for sessions 2-6 did not indicate e position
bies, only session 1 deta were removed from further enelyses of control end test
dete. Merdi end Cosmos di d not show ei position bias occording to session .

Buo~ Bias
The dolphins mey respond toe buoy beceuse of some physicel property of
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the buoy itself. If a dolphin is targeting to the buoy and not the magnetic field the
analysis of the control data according to buoy should reveal

6

statisti cally

signifi cant difference in the number of targets to each buoy. The analyses of the
control data for each subject across all sessions according to buoy number
re vealed that only Mardi displayed a buoy bias (Figure 10). To discover if
Mardi 's buoy bias could be isolated the data were analyzed according to session
(Figure 11 ). The results revealed no statistical difference by buoy number during
any session for Mardi or Cosmos . However, Wally showed a significant
difference (p<0.05) in targets to buoy 1 (92~) and buoy 2 (8~) during sess i on 1.
Wally's buoy bias during session 1 is

6

consequence of the position bias previously

discussed, since buoy 1 was in the left position during session 1 (Table 4).
The results for Mardi show ed both a position and a buoy bias when
sessions were analyzed together but neither bias during any single session w hen
sessions were analyzed seporotely . Since there is no bi as according to session
Mardi 's test doto were analyzed. Because the test sessions were grouped into
beginni ng ond end ond Mardi showed statistical significance (p<0.05) during the
beginning ond end sessions , the control sessions were also grouped and analyzed.
The results showed no significonce according to buoy or position for Mordi,
Cosmos or Wally .

Test Idols
If the do 1phi ns responded to the buoy because of the magnetic fie 1d, the
number of targets to the BEM should be stotisticolly greater them the number of
torgets to the non-BEM. The binomial analyses for eoch subject across oil
sessions showed thot each subject responded to the BEM more often thon expected
by chance (p <0.05 ) (Figure 12). When the doto for each subject w ere analyzed
according to session, there was no statisticolly significant difference in the
number of targets to the BEM vs the non-BEM re vealed for any session (Figure
13 ) .
The session dota were grouped into beginning and end sessions (Figure
14). Sessions 1-3 were considered beginning sessions for Mardi. The first t w o
sessions were beginning sessions for Cosmos ond Wally ond the last three
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sessions were grouped eis end sessions for eill subjects . Meirdi showed ei
significeint difference (p < 0 .05) in responses to the BEM for both beginning (56% )
ond end groups (62% ). Cosmos eind Wolly showed ei significeintly (p < 0 .05)
greoter number of responses to the BEM during the end sessions only.
In on ottempt to determine if the frequency of responses to the BEM
chonged during the course of ei session, the deito for eoch session were onolyzed
occording to trieil. None of the subjects showed o significont difference in BEM to
non- BEM responses indiceiting theit the frequency of responses to the BEM did not
increose or decreose significeintly eis ei session progressed.
To determine if ei subject wos more responsive eit the beginning, end or
middle of o session the dotei were einolyzed eiccording to trio! ocross oll sessions
for eoch subject (Figure 15). Meirdi eind Cosmos showed no significeince. Trio! 1
wos significont (p < 0.05) for Weilly with 88% of the responses to the BEM. This
indiceites thot Weilly meiy hove been more eittentive eit the beginning of ei session,
thus moking more responses to the BEM .
If the dolphins were conditioned to respond to the meignetic stimuli there
should be ei cheinge in the number of teirgets to the BEM vs the non-BEM over
sessions. This cheinge in beheivior meiy be eis subtle eis ei simple increeise in the
number of trieils theit the subject teirgeted to the BEM eit ei frequency greeter thon
the non-BEM. When the session dotei for eoch subject were grophed occording to
the percent triols thot eeich subject responded to the BEM less then (BEM < nonBEM), equol to (BEM=non-BEM) or more then (BEM>non-BEM) the non-BEM
chonges in behovior were reveeiled. Meirdi responded more to the BEM then to the
non-BEM (B >N) during every session but session 6 (Figure 16). The percent triols
thot Mordi responded to the BEM more thon to the non-BEM (B >N) increosed
steodil y ofter session 2.
Cosmos responded to the BEM less thon (B<N) or equeil to (B=N) the nonBEM during most triols (Figure 17). Sessions 1 ond 4 were the only sessions
w here the percent triols thot the number of responses to the BEM were greoter
thon the number of responses to the non-BEM (B>N).
Wolly's groph showed o steody increose in the percent triols thot
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responses to the BEM were greoter thon (B>N) the responses to the non-BEM
(Figure 18). After session 2 the percent triols where the number of responses to
the BEM is less thon the number of responses to the non-BEM (B <N) decreosed.
Leoming curves generoted for eoch dolphin showed the chonge in percent
torgets to the BEM ond non-BEM occording to session. Mordi's leorning curve
showed o consistent response rote (Figure 19). Mordi torgeted more to the BEM
thon the non-BEM during oll sessions which oppeors to indicote no leorning effect
or no chonge in behovior due to proctice. Cosmos· leorning curve wos
inconclusive with no discernible difference in the proportion of torgets to the BEM
vs the non-BEM (Figure 20). Cosmos seemed to show no leorning effect. Wolly
showed o groduol increose from session to session in the number of torgets to the
BEM (Figure 21 ). The groduol increose in percent torgets to the BEM over time
i ndi coted o 1eorni ng effect.
The regression onolysis ond F-test reveoled no significont chonge in the
proportion of torgets to the BEM over sessions for Mordi ond Cosmos (Tobie 5) .
Wolly, however, showed o significont increose in the proportion of responses to
the BEM with sessions. Thus the regression onolysis of Wolly 's performonce
indicoted o chonge in torgets to the BEM os o function of session or time.

Toble 5. Results of the regression onolysis using the orcsine tronsformed
percent torgets to the BEM for eoch subject. The regression equotion
(V:o+bX), the R2 volue, the F-volue ond significonce level ore given.

F-test

significonce

0.48

3.70

n.s.

V:51 .05 - 1.01 X

0. 12

0.42

n.s.

V:25 .75 + 5.20 X

0.77

10.28

p:0.05

Subject

Regression equot ion

Mardi

V:46 .77 + 1. 14 X

Cosmos
Wally
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The strength of the magnetic field wes very week ( 1 gemme et 3 meters
to 174 gemmes et 0.6 meters) end would probably require e subject to get very
close to the buoy to discriminate. The subtleness of the magnetic field intensity
resulted in enolyzing severe! behavior changes over time, such es changes in the
number of trials thet criterie wes met (the BEM wes tergeted to for 3-4 seconds)
end the number of triels thet the first response wes to the BEM for eech subject.
If the dolphins were conditioned to the megnetic stimuli the percent triels thet
eech met criteria would increese with practice. However, the percent trials that
the first response wes to the BEM vs the non-BEM should remein eround 50:50.
The binomial enelysis of the frequency of first responses to the BEM vs the nonBEM wes stetisticelly insignificent (p>0.05) for eech subject.
The percent triels that Merdi met criterie decreased end the percent first
responses to the BEM veried over time (Figure 22). The regression end F-test
analyses of the percent triels Merdi met criterie end the percent triels the first
response were to the BEM reveeled no significence (Tobie 6). Merdi 's binomial
enelysis of the number of trials criterie wes met wos significantly greeter
(p<0.05) then the number of triels thet criterie wes not met ecross sessions,
which simpl y indicates thet Mordi finelly met criteria during most trials.
The percent first responses to the BEM for Cosmos revealed no obvious
behavior pattern, however, the percent trials thot Cosmos met criteria
decreased with sessions (Figure 23). The regression end F-test onolyses
revealed no significant difference in the number of first responses to the BEM nor
the number of triels Cosmos' met criterie (Teble 6). The binomial onelysis of the
number of trials thet criteria wes met wos significantly greeter (p<0.05) then
the number of trials thot criteria wos not met for sessions 1, 2, end 4.
Wally's dote showed on increase in the percent first tergets to the BEM
end the percent trials criteria wos met over sessions (Figure 24), however, the
regression end F-test onolyses showed no significant difference es o function of
time (Tobie 6). The binomiel onolysis of the criteria trials showed sessions 2, 3,
4 end 5 to be significently greeter (p<0.05) in frequency of trials thet criteria
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wos met. Session 1 wos insignificont.

Tobie 6. Results of the regression onolysis using the orcsine tronsformed: 1.
percent first responses to the BEM ond 2. percent triols met criteria for eech
subject. The regression equotion (V:o+bX), the R2 volue, the F-volue ond
significance level ore given.

F-test

si gni fi cence

0.45

1.69

n.s.

2. V= 100-4.5 X

0 .60

3.00

n.s.

1. ·V:58 .0+0. 10 X

0.00

0.00

n.s.

2. V= 104.5-8 .50 X

0.36

2.50

n.s.

1. V:33 .70+3.70 X

0 .. 69

6.89

n.s.

2. V:72 .00+6.20 X

0.58

4.08

n.s.

Subject

Regression equet ion

Mordi

1. V:38 .50+7 .70 X

Cosmos

Wolly

Another consequence of o weok magnetic field moy be repeot explorations
("switches") of the buoys ond severol tergets to the buoys before finol
discrimination (criteria targeting). These repeet explorations would be reveoled
by the number of times o subject went beck end forth ("switched") from one buoy
to the other regordless of which buoy wos the BEM. The totel number of torgets
before e criteria terget would elso indicate the number of explorations mode
before discriminating the magnetic field . If the dolphins were oble to discriminate
the mognetic field the number of switches end the totel number of tergets before
meeting criterio should decrease with proctice (time).
The number of switches end the totel number of tergets per criteria triol
increosed for Merdi (Figure 25). The regression ond F-test onalyses of the
number of switches ond totel number of torgets reveoled thet neither wos o
function of time (Tobie 7).
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The regression ond F-test onolyses of the number of switches ond the
totol number of torgets for Cosmos reveoled o slope significontly (p<0.05)
greeter then zero (Table 7). The groph of the number of switches ond the tote!
number of targets showed on increose with proctice (Figure 26).
Wally hed en initial increose in the number of switches ond o decreose in
the totol number of torgets with time (Figure 27). The regression ond F-test
onolyses indicoted the decreose in totol number of torgets wos o function of
prectice, but the chonge in switches is not (Tobie 7).

Table 7. Results of the regression onolyses using the: 1. number of switches
(repeat explorot ions) ond 2. totol number of targets during criterio trio ls for
eoch subject. The regression eQuotion (V:o+bX), the R2 volue, the F-volue
ond significonce level ore given.

F-test

si gni fi conce

0 .02

0.03

n.s.

2 . V:58.50+2.80 X

0.068

0. 15

n.s.

1. V:5 .00+4.60 X

0.97

66. 13

p<0.05 .

2. V= 15.0+6.3 X

0.92

21 .69

p<0.05

1. V= 12.5-1.30 X

0.45

4 . 16

n.s.

2. V:31 .8-3.0 X

0 .86

18.37

p<0.05

Subject

Regression eQuotion

Mardi

1. V:49 .50-1.30 X

Cosmos

Wolly

Theoreticolly if the dolphins learn to respond to the stimuli the number of
switches ond totol number of torgets during control trio ls should either remain
the some or increase os the sessions progressed. An increose could indicate thet
the dolphins were confused end continued to target trying to find the magnetic
field.
The number of switches end the tote! number of targets during control
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triflls for Mflrdi showed fl stefldy increflse with fl drflstic decreose during the lost
session (Figure 28). The regression ond F-test flnolyses for both indicoted no
significont chenge os o function of time (Tobie 8).
The control doto for Cosmos showed the number of switches ond totol
number of torgets slowly increosing during sessions 1-4 ond o slight decreose
during session 5 (Figure 29). The regression onolyses for eoch indicoted thot the
chflnges were not o function of time (Tobie 8).
Wolly's doto indicoted no pot tern of number of switches or totol number
of torgets during control triols (Figure 30). The regression ond F- test onolyses
confirm thot the chonges were not stotisticolly different thon expected by chonce
(Tobie 8).

Table 8. Results of the regression onolyses using the: 1. number of switches
(repeot explorotions) ond 2. totol number of torgets during control triols for
eoch subject. The regression equotion (V:o+bX), the R2 volue, the F-volue
ond significonce level ore given.

Subject

Regression equotion

Mardi

1. V:7.60+2.00 X

Cosmos

Wally

F-test

si gni fi conce

0.49

2.92

n.s.

2 . V= 10.3+2.70 X

0.45

2.59

n.s.

1. V:3.40+2.80 X

0.43

2.50

n.s.

2 . V= 1.60+2.40 X

0.45

2.30

n.s.

1. V:-0.50+0.90 X

0.55

4. 16

n.s.

2 . V:8 .53-0.91 X

0.25

1.48

n.s.

CHAPTER IV

Discussion
The success of o training procedure depends upon the organism
demonstrating some permanent chenge in behavior, celled learning, es o result of
practice. In o discrimination tosk the behovior of e subject should change es o
result of the experience goined during the test. In this study the single choice
discrimination tesk required the subjects to terget to the buoy emitting o
magnetic field (BEM) to receive o reword. If the subjects targeted to the buoy
not emitting the magnetic field (non-BEM) they received no reword.
Discriminotion in this study would be indicated if there were o decrease in the
total number of torgets end switches (repeot explorations between buoys) during
criterio (torgets to the BEM for 3-4 sec) triols while the percent triols thot the
subject met criterio end the percent torgets to the BEM increased over sessions.
The results ore ombivolent in regord to the subjects obilities to discriminate the
test magnetic fie 1d.
Mardi's behavior is inconsistent with the chonges expected for
discrimination training. As the test progressed Mardi increased the number of
switches end targets during criterio triols, yet the octuel number of trials he met
criteria decreased. Mardi foiled to discriminate the buoy emitting magnetism
from the buoy not emitting magnetism. He oppeors to hove targeted until he
eccidentelly reached criteria end wes reworded. Although the binomial test
indicated en overall significant difference in targets to the magnetic stimuli
versus the ambient field, it elso indicated both o position ond o buoy bios. The
significant binomial test end the indicated bieses ere the result of increased
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targeting without increased discrimination.
The behavior of Cosmos is also inconsistent with discrimination training.
Cosmos met criterio less frequently as the test trials continued. The number of
targets and switches increased, indicating

t1

ftlilure to discrimintite between the

BEM ond the non-BEM. The incret1se in number of tt1rgets t1nd switches over time
seems to account for the significont binomiol t1ntilysis of the test data, especially
when the session were grouped os beginning and end sessions.
Despite the position bias to the left during session 1, Wally's behavior
during sessions 2 to 6 indicotes discrimination leoming. The position bias was
caused by Wt1lly's trt1ining prior to the test which required him to position to the
left of the troiner. Among the cht1nges in Wt1lly's beht1vior over time wt1s

tin

increase in the percent trials per session that he tt1rgeted to the BEM at a greater
frequency thon he torgeted to the non-BEM and an increase in the percent trials
that he held the BEM for the required time period ("met criterio") . The increase
in the number of trials thot Wolly met criteria is significantly (p<0.05) greater
than the number of triols he did not meet criterit1 over time. The percent trials
that Wally responded first to the mognetic stimuli remained at about 50:C, which
would be expected if the field is so weok he hod to tt1rget to determine its
presence or absence. However, os Wally learned to discriminate between the
magnetic stimuli ond the ombient field the number of tt1rgets and the number of
switches decret1sed. The decret1se in the number of torgets during criterit1 trials
was determined to be

t1

function of prt1ctice.

Historically it ht1s been difficult to show

t1

sensitivity to mt1gnetic

stimuli, so it shouldn't be a surprise thot only one of three Bottlenose Dolphins
displayed the obility to discriminote the magnetic stimuli. However, these
results yield more questions tht1n onswers. Some possible reasons for the
discrepancy in discriminotion ability of subjects moy be due to the voriability in
their level of troining, oge, and years in captivity (see Methods and Materials,
Table 2. ). Mardi end Cosmos were show onimols ond Wolly wos just beginning
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show troining. It ts possible thot Wolly's level of troining ollowed him to
concentrete on the mognetic difference between buoys insteed of concentreting on
the "treined" tosk of tergeting. Merdi ond Cosmos were treined to concentrete on
the tesk et hend, tergeting, to the exclusion of other tesks, including
discriminetion of the megnetic stimuli. Age wos enother verieble. Dolphins ere
sociel enimels end trevel in groups, it is possible thet ot different oges members
hove different duties besed on biologicol end/or sociel hiererchy. There wes elso
e difference in ceptivity stetuses which moy hove offected their ebilities to
discriminote megnetism. Kinne ( 1975) suggests thot cetoceons lose their
nevigetionel ebilities in ceptivity. If ceteceons use the megnetic field es e
nevigetionel cue, Cosmos· eight yeors in coptivity moy hove effectuelly impeired
his ebility to sense the field. Mordi's birth in coptivity moy occount for his
foilure to discriminote the mognetic difference, since he never hod to use the field
to nevigote in the wild. Welly hod only been in coptivity for o yeor, thus his
ebility to perceive mognetism moy still be ocute. Furthermore, Tursiops

truncatus is e coestel species end inshore species ere believed to utilize
terrestrial and shallow-bottom cues, such es echolocetion during nevigation
(Gaskin 1985), thus megnetic cues mey not be the novigetionel cue of choice for

Tursiops truncatus.
When working with orgenisms such es dolphins, which ere reletively
inaccessible in lerge numbers, the success of one subject is encoureging. If
Wally's behavior is representetive of Tursiops truncatus then it is importent to
understend how his level of megnetic discriminetion (1 nT ot 3 meters to 174 nT
et 0.6 meters) comperes with other orgonisms. Wolly's discriminetion obility is
consistent with Kirschvink

et al's ( 1985) determinetion of e sensitivity to

devietions in the embient megnetic field of 76.3 nT in Tursiops truncatus.
Welly's sensitivity is similer to thet demonstreted by fish of 10-50 microTelsa
(Welker,

et

a/ 1985) and to thet found in pigeons of 70 nT (Keeton,

et Bl 1974).
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Bobolinks also demonstrate ei possible sensiti vity to changes es smell os 2~ of
the ambient field (Beoson ond Semm, 1987), while yellowfin Tuno ore sensiti ve t o
changes of 1-100 nT (Wolker,

et

81 1984). Although , this study by no meons

indicates that dolphins con "sense" o mognetic field it strongly suggests that ei
behavioral response is possible ond future studies should be encouraged.
Aside from the biologicol vorieibility between subjects the experimental
design moy hove contributed to differences in dlscriminotion obilities. Both Mardi
end Cosmos were trained ond tested ot the boy pool et Morine Life Oceeineirium
which is en eireei open to heavy public troffic ond wos the holding site for new
dolphins. The eippeeireince of visitors end new dolphins afforded many
distractions, which meiy have diverted the dolphins' attention from the "task et
hand", targeting to the buoy emitting magnetism. Wally , however, weis trained
end tested et the stadium pool site where there were fewer visitors, except
during shows (which meont Wolly wos not being tested) ond no new dolphins were
kept there . In o review of the meignetoreception in fish, Wolker

et Bl. ( 1985)

have suggested troining conditions under which mognetic sensitivity should be
studied. The suggestions include using o single choice discriminotion task thot
would allow subjects enough time to somple the magnetic field ond moke multiple
responses. In addition, eoch trial should not be terminoted after the first
response, ond complete freedom of movement should be ollowed (olso suggested
by Bookmon 1977 ond Bouer

et Bl. 1985). This study followed Walker's

suggestions during troining , however during testing ei triol could end after the
first response . But the testing procedure colled for multiple triols per se ssi on,
w hich should be modified too set number of trials per session , or o set number of
responses per triol. A longer study with more sessions could be conducted to
ollow more time to somple the mognetic field. This study should hove employed ei
random numbers table for selection of the BEH ond the position of the buoys
betw een test trials. There should have been o double blind procedure in w hi ch ei
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third person selected the BEM so neither the dote collector nor the treiner knew
which buoy wes the BEM to ovoid eny possible observer bies.
Future studies need to be conducted to the onswer the questions
concerning differences in performence besed on ege end yeers in captivity. These
studies should include e Jerger number of recently captured subjects of
epproximetely the some ege. To determine if ceteceens other then Tursiops

truncetus con sense e magnetic field e long distance migrent mey be preferable
subject. Further training studies con be conducted to determine if ceteceens use
other components of the magnetic field, such es the north-south component to
determine direction. Plus there ere questions concerning magnetism end
mi gret ion patterns end the phenomenon of mess strendi ngs thet st ill need to be
addressed.
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FiQure 1: A Graphical Repre3entation of the Magnetic Field Li ne3 in the Northern
and Southern Hemi3phere3. N =The Geographic North Pole . S =The Geographic
South Pole . G-G = The Geomagnetic Pole . In the northern hemi3phere the field
lines are directed do1,vnv1ard . In the southern hemi3phere the field lines are
upv1erd . The magnetic field has a north-south polarity. The difference in the
di rection of the field lines and the poleritlJ of the field may be used by
organisms to determine direction and/or location .
AD AP1ED FROM D .D . SK ILES ( 198S)
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Figure 2:. A graphical representation of the components of
the magnetic field which may be used by organisms to
determine location and direction.
With : F = TOTAL INTENSITY (ranging from 0.24 gauss at the
equator to 0.61/0.68 gauss at the poles}. Total intensity has
two components H and Z. H = HORIZONTAL INTENSITY or
magnetic north and Z = VERTICAL INTENSITY. X = NORTH SOUTH COMPONENT or Polarity. Y =EAST-WEST COMPONENT.
And
D = DECLINA T/ON
I = INCL/NATION
D = The angle between geographic north and magnetic north. I = The
angle between magnetic north and total intensity. The value of I
ranges
ADAPTED FROM D.D. SKILES (1985)
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DORSAL SURFACE
DORSAL Fl N - BLOWHOLE

FLANK
ROSTRUM

VENTRAL SURFACE
Figure 3. The external anatomy of the Bottlenose dolphin (Tursjops
truncatus). They have a long, stocky body (FLANK), a well
defined forehead (MELON), obvious beak (ROSTRUM) - with the lower jaw
curving slightly upward at the tip and extending beyond the upper jaw.
They have a dark gray dorsal surface blending into a lighter gray lateral
surface into a pink to wh ite ventral surface. Length can reach up to 4 m.
At maturity they can weigh up to 650 Kg.

ADAPTED FROM DOLPHINS (1980). EDITORS: MARI NE MAMMAL FUND
AND LIFELINE MARINE RESEARCH.
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Figure 4. Bay Pool Testing Site. The bay pool was the training and testing
site for Mardi and Cosmos. It is located on the east end of Marine Life Park
in Gulfport, Mississippi and is constructed with reinforced concrete . The
sides of the pool slope inward with water depth increasing towards the
center. 1. & 2. were the pools used during training. 2. was the pool used
during testing. a. is the pos ition of the trainer during testing . b. is the
position of the data collector during testing . Pool 1. measures 4.7 x 3.8
meters. Pool 2, also called the Flume, measures 11.1 x 2.9 meters.
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Figure 5. Stadium Pool. Site where Wally was trained and tested .
It i3 a rectangular pool con3tructed of reinforced concrete located
at the w1est end of Marine Life Parkin Gulfport, Mi33i3si ppi . It
measures 17.2 x 8.9 x 2.4 m deep. a. The position of the trainer
during testing. b. The position of the data collector during training .
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CENTRAL PLASTIC
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Figure 6. Diagrammatic cutaway of a buoy showing the placement of the
air-core solenoid and connections of the solenoid wires to the control
box. The hand-wound solenoid was constructed of 1000 .± 100 turns of
28 gauge, enameled copper wire. A point source magnetic field with a
graded increase in the vertical component was produced. The solenoid
wires were enclosed in plastic tubing and connected to the control box
cable via electrical connectors.
A handle of PVC piping was constructed
to hold the buoys. Drawing is not to scale.
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Figure 7: Diagrammatic Representation of the Control Box

1 . The ammeter measured the total number of milliamps.
2. A voltmeter measured the total voltage available to the system,
ranging from 10-12 volts.
3. The on/off switch, determined if the apparatus was on or off.
4. The voltage control knob was used to adjust the voltage.
5. The position of the polarity switch determined where the induced
north and south poles were located. In the up position the NORTH pole
was generated from the top. In the down position the SOUTH pole was
generated at the top . The induced polarity was always north top, south
bottom .
6. The buoy selection switch was a three-position switch, right
indicated that buoy 1 was active (the BEM); left indicated that buoy 2
was activated (the BEM) and the middle position indicated that neither
buoy was emitting a magnetic field (no BEM).
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Figure 8. The percent targets to the right position during control trials to
determine a position bias. The bars represent the percent responses to the
for each subject across all sessions. The number above each bar represents the
total number of responses made by each dolphin. * means the number of respon ses
to the right is significantly {p<0.05) different than the number of responses to
the left.
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Figure 9. The percent targets to the right position during control trials to determine
when Mardi's and Wally's position bias occurred. The bars represent the percent
responses to the right position for each subject during each session.
The number above each bar represents the total number of responses made by
each subject during that session. * means that during that session,
that subject responded significant! ( <0.05) different to the right than to
the left position.
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Figure 1O. The percent targets to buoy 1 during control trials to
determine a buoy bias. The bars represent the percent responses to buoy
for each subject across all sessions. The number above each bar represents the
total number of responses made by each dolphin. * means the number of
responses to buoy 1 is significantly (p<0.05) different than the number
of responses to buoy 2.
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Figure 11. The percent targets to the buoy 1 during control trials to determine
when Mardi's buoy bias occurred. The bars represent the percent
responses to buoy 1 for each subject during each session. The number above
each bar represents the total number of responses made by each subject
during that session. * means that during that session, that subject responded
significantly (p<0.05} different to buoy 1 and buoy 2.
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Figure 12. The percent targets to the buoy emitting magnetism (BEM)
during test trials. The bars represent the percent responses to the BEM
foreach subject across all sessions. The number above each bar
represents thetotal number of responses made by each dolphin. * means
the number of responses to the BEM is significantly (p<0.05) different than
the number
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Figure 13. The percent targets to the buoy emitting magnetism (BEM) during
test trials. The bars represent the percent responses to the BEM for each
subject during each session. The number above each bar represents the
total number of responses made by each dolphin during that session.
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Figure 14. The percent targets to the buoy emitting magnetism
(BEM) during tests trials when the trials are grouped into beginning
and end sessions. The bars represent the percent responses to the
BEM for each subject according to beginning and end sessions. The
number above each bar represents the total number of responses
made by each dolphin during the beginning and end sessions. * means
the number of responses to the BEM is significantly (p<0.05)
different than the number of responses to the non-BEM during the
beginning and end sessions.
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Figure 15. The percent targets to the Buoy Emitting Magnetism (BEM)
during the first 1O trials test trials for each subject across all sessions.
The bars represent the percent responses to the BEM for each subject
during each trial across all sessions. * means the number of responses to
the BEM is significantly (p<0.05) different than the number of responses
to the non-BEM during that trial for that subject.
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Figure 16. The percent trials for Mardi during each session that the number
of targets to the buoy emitting magnetism (BEM) is less than (B<N), is equal
to (B=N) or is greater than (B>N) the number of targets to the buoy not
emitting magnetism (non-BEM). B=BEM, N=non-BEM. The number above each
bar represents the total number of test trials for each session.
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Figure 17. The percent trials for Cosmos during each session that the
number of targets to the buoy emitting magnetism (BEM) is less than the
(B<N), is equal to (B=N) or is greater than (B>N) the number of targets
to the buoy not emitting magnetism (non-BEM) B=BEM, N=non-BEM
The number above each bar represents the total number of test trials for
each session.
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Figure 18 The percent trials for Wally during each session that the
number of targets to the buoy emitting magnetism (BEM) is less than
(B<N), is equal to (B=N) or is greater than (B>N) the number of targets
to the buoy not emitting magnetism (non-BEM). B=BEM, N=non-BEM
The number above each bar represents the total number of test trials
for each session.
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Figure 19 A comparison of the percent targets to the buoy emitting
magnetism (BEM) vs. the buoy not emitting magnetism (non-BEM) during
each session for Mardi. The consistent higher rate of targeting to the
buoy emitting magnetism (BEM) indicates a sensitivity to a magneitc field
without learning. The number in paranthesis represents the number of
targets to the BEM and the non-BEM
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Figure 20 A comparison of the percent targets to the buoy emitting
magnetism (BEM) vs. the buoy not emitting magnetism (non-BEM) during each
session for Cosmos The inconsistent difference in rate of targeting to the
BEM or the non-BEM yield inconclusive evidence of learning The numbers in
the parenthesis represent the number of targets to the BEM and non-BEM
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Figure 21 . A comparison of the percent targets to the buoy em itting
magnetism (BEM) vs. the buoy not emitting magnetism (non-BEM) during
each session for Wally . The gradual increase in the number of targets to the
BEM vs. the non-BEM over sessions indicates a sensitivity to the magneitic
field due to learning The number in parenthesis represents the number of
targets to the BEM and non-BEM
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Figure 22 The percent trials that Mardi met criteria
(targeted to the buoy emitting magnetism, BEM, for 3-4 sec)
and the percent trials that Mardi's first response was to the
BEM during test trials Test trials were grouped into
4 sessions of 13 trials each.
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Figure 23. The percent trials that Cosmos met criteria (targeted
to the buoy emitting magnetism, BEM, for 3-4 sec) and the
percent trials that Cosmos' first response was to the BEM
during test trials. Test trials were grouped into 4 sessions
of 12 trials each
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Figure 24 The percent trials that Wally met criteria
(targeted to the buoy emitting magnetism, BEM, for 3-4 sec)
and the percent trials that Wally's first response was to the
BEM during test trials. Test trials were grouped into
5 sessions of 13 trials each.
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Figure 25. The total number of targets and switches (repeat
explorations between the buoy emitting magnetism, BEM,
and the buoy not emitting magnetism, non-BEM) during
criteria trials for Mardi The criteria trials were grouped
into 4 sessions of 2 with 12 trials and 2 with 11 trials.
Criteria trials were test trials during which Mardi targeted
to the BEM for 3-4 seconds.
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Figure 26. The total number of targets and switches (repeat
explorations between the buoy emitting magnetism, BEM, and
the buoy not emitting magnetism, non-BEM) during criteria
trials for Cosmos. The criteria trials were grouped into 4
sessions of 1O trials each Criteria test trials were trials
during which Cosmos targeted to the BEM for 3-4 seconds
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Figure 27 The total number of targets and switches (repeat
explorations between the buoy emitting magnetism, BEM,
and the buoy not emitting magnetism, non-BEM) during
criteria trials for Wally The criteria trials were grouped
into 5 sessions of 4 with 12 trials and 1 with 11 trials.
Criteria trials were test trials during which Wally targeted
to the BEM for 3-4 seconds.
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Figure 28 The total number of targets and switches (repeat
explorations between the buoy emitting magnetism, BEM ,
and the buoy not emitting magnetism , non-BEM) during control
trials per session for Mardi
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Figure 29 The total number of targets and switches (repeat
explorations between the buoy emitting magnetism, BEM , and
the buoy not emitting magnetism, non-BEM) during control
trials per session for Cosmos.
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Figure 30 The total number of targets and switches (repeat
explorations between the buoy emitting magnetism, BEM ,
and the buoy not emitting magnetism, non-BEM) during control
trials per session for Wally

